ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Biometrics is science of establishing human identification based on physical or behavioral characteristics. An explosive growth is observed in biometric personal authentication and recognition systems for last two decades. Face, iris, ear, palm and finger print are studied extensively. Recent research has explored other human characteristics such as conjunctival vasculature and knuckle joints as supplementary evidence to enhance the performance of classical biometric system. Ocular biometrics has gained enormous attention after iris pattern recognition evolved. Uniqueness of anatomical architecture of iris and retinal tissues provides ability to achieve user identification. The prime concern of iris is reliable localization under unconstrained environment and acquisition of iris information at large stand-off distances [1] .
An improvement of feature extraction methodology and investigation of newer traits is required to address the challenges posed by different orientations of iris images. Periocular region is one such unique trait for recognition purposes, after preliminary exploration of its feasibility [2, 3] .
Periocular Region
The word periocular is a combination of peri (meaning, the vicinity) and ocular (meaning related to eye). Periocular region refers to skin and anatomical features including birthmarks, eyelids, eyelashes contained within a specified region surrounding an eye. Texture of periocular region contains significant amount of discriminating information. Acquisition of periocular region is reliable over a wide range of distances. The region achieves a good trade-off between iris and face [3] .
The periocular features are classified into level-one and level-two features. Level-one features include upper/lower eye folds, upper/lower eyelids, wrinkles and moles as shown in Fig. 1 . Leveltwo features are more detailed and include skin textures, pores, hair follicles, skin tags and other dermatological features [4] . 
Challenging Concepts of Periocular Region
Periocular region provides certain challenges in seeking distinguishing features invariant to transformation in scale, orientation, occlusion, distance and time. Analysis of discriminative powers of features extracted is affected by physical and emotional states of user. The periocular region undergoes deformation in texture and shape due to change in facial expressions, aging, blinking or variations in pose. The noise introduced during acquisition of periocular features is presence of certain artificial elements for instance spectacles, intrusion of hair and eye-lashes. The noise die to these non-optics is termed as occlusion. Information content in periocular region is affected largely by harsh illuminations and other unconstrained conditions.
STATE-OF-THE-ART
Different regions of periocular area are exhaustively examined in research using various mathematical tools. To eliminate effect of iris texture, co-ordinates of pupil is used to place a circular mask at center of pupil. Further, in some studies an elliptical mask of neutral color is placed in middle of periocular region image to eliminate effect of texture in iris and surrounding sclera area [1, 2 and 9] . Enormous studies are available in literature that has used characteristics of eyebrows in periocular regions along with texture information [2, 10, 11, 12 and 13] . Jameson Merkow, Brendan Jou and Marios Savvides achieve classification rates of 83% using LBP features in ROI defined by four bounds [8] . Reports from Usang Park, Arun Ross and Anil K Jain using GO, SIFT and LBP indicate up to 81% accuracy rate without eyebrows and 80% with the inclusion of eyebrows.
Phillip E Miller, Rawls, Pundlik and Woodard experiments have exhibited recognition rates of 85% using the elliptically masked sclera in periocular region without eyebrows. Fusion of iris and periocular biometrics in Non-ideal imagery is also explored in their studies [14] . Gender classification using periocular region achieve 95% accuracy through studies of Jamie, Miller, Pundlik and Woodard. Genetic based feature extraction by Adams et al. claims up to 86% accuracy with reduced features [15] . Samarth Bharadwaj, Bhatt, Vatsa and Richa Singh experiment with periocular regions including the eyebrows through GIST and CLBP. Robust LBP feature sets for periocular biometric identification is investigated by Juefei Xu etal. using Walsh masks, cosine transforms, LBP and Gabor filters [16] . Juefei-Xu et al. presented a frame work for age invariant face recognition using periocular region and gained 100% rank-1identification rate and 98% verification rate [24] . Hollingsworth, Darnell, Miller, Woodard, Bowyer and Flynn have compared human and machine verification results of visible light and near-infra red light images. The experiments have obtained similar results of 88% accuracy for visible light images and 79% for NIR images in both cases [26] . Juefei Xu and Savvides proposed an acquisition and recognition system based on periocular biometric using COTS PTZ camera to tackle difficulty posed in highly unconstrained environment. Periocular matching in all facial manners have achieved 60.7% verification rate with 0.1% false accept rate [27] .
PROPOSED SYSTEM
Periocular authentication system with reduced region of interest is proposed, which relies on features extracted in LCPR. Chan-Vese active contour segmentation is performed to extract ROI. Triangulation method of partitioning these contours ensures natural edges of eye are embedded into the entropy of identifiers. The study also considers direction of largest variance components. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of LCPR offers appreciable authentication results.
Pre-Processing
Images obtained from UBIRIS.v2 database are resized to 300 x 400. The RGB images are converted to grayscale. The grayscale function transforms a 24-bit, three channel color image to an 8-bit, single channel grayscale image by forming weighted sum of red, green and clue components. The texture variations of the skin in the periocular region are embedded in the variations of intensity values/ histogram equalization is performed on resulting grayscale images to transfer gray levels so that histogram of resulting image is equalized to be a constant. Equation 1 gives transformation for histogram equalization.
where T is the transformation applied on input pixels r k . P r (r j ) is the probability of occurrence of pixel r j , n refers to the total number of pixels in the image and n j represents the number of pixels with r j intensity level.
Region of Interest
The size of periocular region to be cropped from images is an important consideration. Some researchers use tight periocular areas in contrast to larger regions around eye by few others. Considering threats posed by artificial manipulation of texture information in ROI discussed in section 3, the strength of LCPR is examined. LCPR achieves good verification results with fewer features. This region is defined directly below eye edge and reaches up to start of cheek bone. The rich texture assures comparable results to that using entire periocular region. Intrusion of iris, sclera of eye and eyelashes is totally eliminated. The width of ROI is determined using end points of eye. These anchor points are detected using corner detection techniques.
3 Active Contour Segmentation
Localization of iris is achieved using automatic segmentation software. Active contour segmentation technique developed by Chan and Vese is used [5] . The method does not require solutions of PDEs and are therefore fast. The method is able to automatically handle the topological changes [22] . This geometric active contour model begins with a contour in image plane defining an initial segmentation. The algorithm then evolves contour via a level set method in such a way that it stops on boundaries of foreground region as shown in Fig. 2 . In level set formulation, "mean curvature flow"-like evolving active contour stops on the desired boundary [17] . Level set function is defined as a value of gray level image at each pixel minus threshold. The asset of level set method is its ability to handle topological changes in edge contour, aiding to embed eye shape or contour information into periocular feature set. 
Delaunay Triangulation
Triangular segmentations of image plane have been proposed by Fisher [6] . The segmented periocular region is abstracted in terms of Delaunay triangulation as shown in Fig. 3 . A Delaunay triangulation is a unique construction that no vertex from any triangle may lie within circumcircle of any other Delaunay triangle [7 and 23] . Satisfactory results are obtained using triangulation technique of partitioning in face recognition algorithms earlier [18] . The experiment uses image templates formed by pricking triangular meshes as graph nodes for periocular region authentication. Triangulation ensures extraction of geometric features of eye shape by preserving the topological features. 
Verification of periocular patterns using PCA
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is used for identifying patterns in data. PCA is informationpreserving statistical method useful for dimensionality reduction and feature extraction [19] .
PCA projects data along directions where data varies most. These directions are determined by eigenvectors of covariance matrix corresponding to largest eigenvalues. Direction of Eigen vectors provides useful information of our data by extracting lines that characterize data. The lines pass through middle of data such that it draws a line of best fit. The eigenvector with highest eigenvalue is the principle components of data set [21] .
Computation of Eigen Periocular Images
Periocular images in training set are represented as vectors. The average value of M training images is calculated using equation 2.
Equation 3 determines difference of each training image from the mean image.
Eigen vectors and eigenvalues are computed for the covariance matrix given by equation 4.
Components of eigenvalues are arranged in order of significance from highest to lowest. Ordering eigenvectors in descending eigenvalues creates an ordered orthogonal basis with first eigenvector having direction of largest variance of data. Therefore, first set of Eigen images store classspecific information [16] . The eigenvalues are selected such that a maximum value given by equation 5. 
Verification Using Minimum Distance Classifier
Minimum distance classifier using Euclidean distance is used to classify a test periocular image. It minimizes distance between image data and class in multi-feature space. The distance is defined as an index of similarity. Let x be feature vector for unknown input, and let m 1 , m 2 …mc be templates. Then, error in matching x against m k is given by || x -m k ||. The minimum distance classifier computes this equation for k =1 to c and chooses class for which distance is minimum.
RESULTS
The scope of utility of UBIRIS.v2 database involves performance evaluation in the design of automatic authentication systems in civil and commercial applications. The major purpose of database is to constitute a new tool to evaluate feasibility of recognition under far from ideal imaging conditions [20, 25] . 261 subjects were imaged on-the-move, at-a-distance in visible wave length using Canon EOS 5D. 54.4% were male and 45.6% were female among 11102 images. Several challenges in scale, occlusion and illumination are exhibited. Occlusions included in images are flapped eyelids, eyelashes, hair and spectacles. Imaging was conducted at variable lighting conditions to emulate unconstrained environment.
A subset of periocular images from UBIRIS.v2 database which include variations in illumination and pose are used for experimentation. Images with blinking are not considered. The subjects with spectacles are omitted. The images are first segmented and then triangulated to employ the natural edges of the eye, along with periocular texture for authentication. The number of training samples M =10 was considered. The characteristic features in periocular images are extracted into Eigen periocular images using PCA mathematical tool.
Performance of the system is evaluated using standard biometric measures. The system achieves and acceptance rate of 90%. False Rejection Rate (Type I Error) of 5% and False Acceptance Rate (Type II Error) of 5% results into total Rejection rate of 10% is witnessed. The results obtained are comparable to those of other periocular verification systems studied. The experiment uses tighter regions of periocular area against the larger ROI of classical periocular authentication system.
CONCLUSIONS
The discriminative powers of LCPR in a periocular biometric system are investigated. The characteristics of the region are extracted using active contour segmentation and Delaunay triangulation in a way to imbibe the eye contour into the entropy of periocular. The proposed technique uses reduced region of interest and achieves False Rejection Rate of 5%, False Acceptance Rate of 5% using UBIRIS.v2 database through PCA mathematical tool.
